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A Saturating Lumped-Parameter Model for an
Interior PM Synchronous Machine
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Abstract—This paper presents a lumped-parameter magnetic
model for an interior permanent-magnet synchronous machine.
The model accounts for the effects of saturation through a non-
linear reluctance-element network used to estimate the-axis in-
ductance. The magnetic model is used to calculate inductance and
torque in the presence of saturation. Furthermore, these calcula-
tions are compared to those from finite-element analysis with good
agreement.

Index Terms—Generator, interior permanent-magnet syn-
chronous machine, lumped-parameter model, magnetic circuit
analysis, magnetic saturation, optimization, starter.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HIS PAPER studies the modeling and design of a sat-
urating interior permanent-magnet (IPM) synchronous

machine. Previous lumped-parameter modeling research
concerning IPM machines developed and utilized analytical
methods for calculating the- and -axes inductances for the
IPM salient rotor structure focussing primarily on unsaturated
models with discussions of saturation effects [1]–[4]. This
paper presents an explicit nonlinear lumped-parameter model
that incorporates the effects of core saturation along theaxis.
It is assumed that the axis is largely unsaturated except at
the structural rotor bridges where it is fully saturated at full
load; the bridges join the main sections of the rotor core at the
air gap to form a unitary lamination. Furthermore, magnetic
cross coupling between the- and -axes is assumed to be
negligible [3], [5]. The model is flexible enough to consider
some structural design variations while remaining sufficiently
tractable for rapid, repetitive design optimizations. The design
methodology is applicable, and used, to evaluate designs of
various pole numbers and stator slotting distributions. While
the analysis focuses on machines with two buried magnets, it
can be extended to more magnets.
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Fig. 1. Cross section of a 12-pole IPM machine.

Fig. 1 shows a cross section of a 12-pole IPM machine. In
this configuration, each rotor pole contains two buried magnets
that are magnetized across their shorter dimensions along the
axis. The stator of the IPM machine is excited with polyphase
balanced sinusoidal currents to produce the characteristic syn-
chronously rotating magnetomotive force (MMF) wave. Con-
trol of torque (motoring) or electrical power output (generating)
can be achieved using vector control methods by varying the
proportion of the - and -axes currents. The inherent saliency
affords the use of flux weakening along theaxis to obtain
a wide constant power speed range (CPSR) [6]–[8]. Addition-
ally, magnet strength and/or volume requirements are typically
lower than surface PM machines. These two attributes of IPM
machines combine to make them very attractive for spindle and
traction applications [4], [9], [10]. An appropriately designed
IPM machine for such wide CPSR applications has the potential
for good inverter utilization and, therefore, lower semiconductor
current ratings and cost. Combined with the limited machine
material costs due to the limited use of magnets, an IPM ma-
chine drive has the potential for the lowest overall drive system
cost in wide CPSR applications. However, as noted above, the
magnetic characteristics of IPM machines is such that equiva-
lent magnetic circuits for properly designed machines are non-
linear, hence, the motivation for the study of magnetically sat-
urable IPM machine models.

II. ELECTROMAGNETIC MODEL

A. Electromagnetic Torque

We are primarily interested in calculating the electromagnetic
torque produced by the IPM machine through a lumped-pa-
rameter analysis. The well-known salient synchronous machine
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Fig. 2. Single pole of an IPM machine overlaid with an equivalent magnetic
circuit to estimated-axis inductance.

equation provides a good estimate for linear analysis [11]. For
a three-phase machine, it is

(1)

where is the number of pole pairs, is the fundamental
flux linkage due to the PMs, and the inductances and currents,

, , , and , are defined such that theaxis is coinci-
dent with the fundamental PM flux axis as shown in Fig. 1. Al-
though (1) is typically applied to lumped-parameter analysis of
machines using linear magnetic materials, the formula structure
is still applicable if the inductances are implicit functions of the
excitation when modeling real materials that saturate magneti-
cally.

B. -Axis Inductance

The - and -axes inductances are estimated using equivalent
magnet circuits. First, the-axis inductance is determined from
inductance ratios defined with respect to an unsaturated-axis
inductance model. Then, the saturated-axis inductance is cal-
culated from a nonlinear magnetic circuit model.

For the given rotor cross section, the unsaturated-axis mag-
netizing inductance can be calculated from the round-rotor
air-gap inductance according to

(2)

The -axis inductance is then just the sum of the magnetizing
component and the leakage term

(3)

Vagatiet al.developed analytical relationships based on mag-
netic circuit analysis between the unsaturated-axis inductance
to the -axis inductance [1], [2]. That-axis model is summa-
rized as follows and its equations are applied without derivation.
For the rotor cross section from Fig. 1, the equivalent-axis
magnetic circuit is chosen as shown Fig. 2, where , ,
and are the magnet reluctance, air-gap reluctance, and

-axis stator MMF, respectively, from theth section of the ma-
chine pole cross section.

The ratio between the-axis magnetizing inductance and the
“through” -axis inductance component is then given by

(4)

where and is the angular span across each
path at the air gap [1], [2]. The per-unit quantities for the air-gap
MMF on the stator side are defined because they are con-
venient for expressing the dimensionless inductance ratio. To
express the ratio, it is also necessary to solve the linear circuit
for the potentials, , on the rotor side of the air gap. rep-
resents the flux that fully links the magnet cavities. By contrast,
the “circulating” -axis inductance component represents
the flux that only crosses the air gap and the structural rotor
bridges. is given by [1], [2]

(5)

The ratios for and are summed to obtain the-axis
magnetizing inductance

(6)

Similarly, the total -axis inductance is then

(7)

C. -Axis Inductance

High-performance operation often bulk saturates theaxis,
which makes the infinitely permeable steel assumption implicit
in inappropriate for estimating [2]. The magnet cavi-
ties provide a flux barrier on the axis producing an inverse
saliency . This makes it reasonable to assume that the

axis will saturate first, and furthermore, that performance will
be degraded due to lower saliency as theaxis starts to satu-
rate beyond the structural rotor bridges. For this analysis,
is replaced by a nonlinear function ofdefined as the saturable
-axis magnetizing inductance

(8)

The total -axis inductance including saturation effects then re-
places (3) and is given by

(9)

Equations (1), (2), and (4)–(9) form an electrical torque model
that accounts for the effects of magnetic saturation. Note that
the unsaturated-axis magnetizing inductance is still ap-
propriate for calculating the-axis inductance as in (4)–(7) since
the axis does not bulk saturate.

Finite-element analyses (FEAs) are often conducted to calcu-
late the -axis inductance or to produce scaling factors to apply
to an unsaturated inductance equation [12], [13]. By contrast,
an equivalent magnetic circuit model is employed here for de-
sign flexibility and solution speed as discussed in Section II-B.
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Fig. 3. Single pole of an IPM machine overlaid with an equivalent magnetic
circuit to estimate the saturatingq-axis inductance.

The following paragraphs describe the method used to estimate
the saturated-axis inductance from the 15-element equivalent
magnetic circuit shown in Fig. 3. There are three rotor yoke
reluctances , , and which model the core flux
paths. The flux through each of these paths is assumed to flow
separately through the three corresponding linear air-gap reluc-
tances , , and . Similarly, the stator coil excitation
and tooth reluctances are modeled by the three corresponding
parallel paths consisting of an MMF source , , or
and series reluctance , , or . Finally, the stator
back iron is modeled by three more reluctances , ,
and .

Each nonlinear reluctance representing the segments of the
stator and rotor core is defined by

(10)

where is the MMF drop across, and is the flux
through theth section of the core. The linear air-gap reluctance
elements are given by

(11)

where is the air-gap radius, the active machine length,
is the equivalent air gap that accounts for the permeance effects
of the stator slotting [11], , 2, 3, and is the
angular span across each path at the air gap.

As shown in (10), theth section reluctance can be es-
timated from an equivalent cross-sectional areaand length

for each section represented by the magnetic circuit. Fig. 4
shows the approximate line lengths and per-unit depth areas for
the example IPM machine cross section of Fig. 1. The nonlinear
core material magnetization characteristic is given by a tabular
permeability function .

Fig. 4. Sketch ofA (per-unit depth) andl for calculating the nonlinear
reluctance elements,R .

The three stator MMF source elements are calculated
from the average MMF across each path produced by the equiv-
alent sinusoidal stator MMF wave with fundamental rms ampli-
tude

(12)

This model neglects stator saliency.
Careful selection of the and values is necessary to pro-

duce a reasonably accurate-axis inductance prediction. The
geometry is such that the physical value of these parameters
can change value significantly from point to point along any
particular flux path in theth section represented by . This
is particularly true for the rotor yoke elements. Using a combi-
nation of reasonable limits on the magnet cavity geometries the

and values can be approximated by average values in each
section of the rotor. Such limits include forcing the narrowest
cross-sectional area on the “ry3” rotor yoke to be on the-axis
symmetry line, and forcing the two magnet cavities to be near
to parallel. , in particular, is estimated by ignoring the be-
ginning and ending thirds of the path and only calculating
and where the cross-sectional area is smallest between the
magnet and the rotor inner radius. The particular orientation of
the stator teeth with respect to the rotor features is ignored. The
flux entering the teeth is treated by scaling with respect to the
slot pitch fraction as indicated in Fig. 4.

For a given stator excitation current, the nonlinear network
equations are solved iteratively for the unknownand . A
piecewise-constant air-gap flux can then be constructed from
the three parallel rotor flux solutions , , and . The
-axis inductance is calculated by Fourier analysis of the piece-

wise-constant air-gap flux, the given current excitation, and the
known winding parameters.

This methodology is further illustrated in the following
figures. Table I shows the machine specifications that were
analyzed and that match the geometry shown in Fig. 1.
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TABLE I
IPM MACHINE SPECIFICATIONS

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Fundamental and magnetic circuit element MMF stator excitation.
(b) Resulting magnetic circuit element air-gap flux density and associated
fundamental air-gap flux density.

Fig. 5(a) shows the fundamental stator source MMF wave
over a half-pole section and its decomposition into the three
MMF source elements for a given current excitation.
Fig. 5(b) shows solutions for the air-gap flux in each
parallel path of the nonlinear model for the given excitation.
The Fourier-calculated fundamental flux is also shown. Fig. 6
shows the relative degree of saturation in each of the parallel
rotor circuit elements as the excitation is increased.

It is worth noting here that the information conveyed by Fig. 6
illustrates the power of the lumped-parameter modeling beyond
just speed of design analysis. From such views, design modifi-
cations can be made with some intelligence. For example, since
the onset of magnetic saturation for a high-performance elec-
trical steel (M19 is used in this analysis) occurs in the range
1.8–2.1 T it is observed that the “ry2” section is heavily satu-
rated while the other rotor sections are not. Although the “ry1”
and “ry3” sections appear to magnetically saturate, the flux is
simply being limited by the relative reluctance of the different
magnetic circuit paths in the nonlinear network. As such, there
may be some material utilization benefit to shrinking the “ry1”
and “ry3” sections and increasing the cross-sectional size of the
“ry2” section.

D. PM Flux

The PM flux linkage parameter is calculated from a
linear magnetic circuit model similar to that used to estimate

Fig. 6. Average flux density in each rotor yoke reluctance element as the stator
excitation is increased.

Fig. 7. Linear circuit model used to calculate the fundamental permanent
magnet flux produced on thed axis.

[1]. Fig. 7 shows the corresponding equivalent circuit model
where the PM layers are modeled as flux sources with parallel
reluctance, and the structural rotor bridges are represented by
saturated flux sources. The PM sources are given by the magnet
remanence . The rotor bridge sources are in the direction that
reduces the overall air-gap flux acting as a leakage path within
the rotor. It is assumed that the bridges saturate to an effective
constant value .

The magnet layer reluctance elements are given by

(13)

where the cross-sectional areas are

(14)
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Fig. 8. Permanent-magnet air-gap flux density calculated from the� linear
magnetic circuit model and the resulting fundamental component.

where is the average length from tip to tip, is the thick-
ness of the th magnet layer, and , 2. The cross-sectional
areas of the bridges are

(15)

where is the thickness of theth bridge.
After analyzing the linear system for the flux through each

of the air-gap circuit branches and rearranging terms, the flux
density in each branch can be written as

(16)

where

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

is then determined by Fourier analysis of the piecewise-
constant air-gap flux estimate and the known stator winding
constants. Fig. 8 shows the resultant air-gap flux in each ele-
ment. The calculated fundamental air-gap flux density is over-
laid.

III. I NDUCTANCE AND TORQUEPREDICTIONS

To validate the model, the predictions are compared to FEA
estimates for a candidate IPM machine design. A comparison
of the inductances and electromagnetic torque estimates from

Fig. 9. Comparison ofq- and d-axes inductance calculations by FEA and
lumped-parameter models (LPM).

Fig. 10. Comparison of electromagnetic torque calculation by FEA and
lumped-parameter model versus torque angle with constant rms phase current.

FEA and the lumped-parameter model are shown in Figs. 9 and
10. Ansoft’s Maxwell 2D software was employed for the FEA
results. Although only one example is shown, similar results
have been achieved for a number of designs that have two PM
layers in the rotor.

Both the -axis and -axis inductance calculations shown in
Fig. 9 agree nearly perfectly for the two methods: FEA and
lumped-parameter modeling. The FEA- and -axes induc-
tances were calculated from the known winding characteristics
and the stored energy in the mesh solutions for stator excita-
tion on the - and -axes, respectively. Note the inflection in
the -axis inductance curve for very low currents. This corre-
sponds to an inflection in the BH curve for the material, M19
steel for this case. For the range of current shown in the figure
the total saliency ratio goes from a peak of 5.4 down to 3.1 at
higher -axis current. Although this is lower than other reported
synchronous reluctance saliency ratios (up to a ratio of 8 for this
structure), it should be noted that the machine studied here has
a higher pole count, and it is analyzed with a saturating model,
both of which contribute to a lower overall saliency ratio [1],
[2].
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The FEA electromagnetic torque predictions in Fig. 10 also
corroborate the lumped-parameter model calculations. For this
result, the rms phase current is held constant, and the torque
angle is swept through the range of interest. It should be noted,
though, that this result does not show the torque ripple with re-
spect to the slotting effects of the stator. The averaged lumped-
parameter model does not capture torque ripple, so for a mean-
ingful comparison the tooth positioning for the FEA was chosen
to approximately achieve the average torque produced at each
torque angle.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The nonlinear lumped-parameter model produces accurate
estimates of - and -axes inductances, and electromagnetic
torque as evidenced by the FEA comparisons. The utility of the
lumped-parameter method is twofold. The underlying magnetic
circuit can be easily analyzed to investigate characteristics of
a machine design such as heavy saturation in particular por-
tions of the core. In this research, the primary benefit is that
the lumped-parameter model is easily incorporated into design
optimization programs that benefit from rapid solution methods
[4].
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